
PREMIERE IN MUGELLO FOR F.RENAULT 2.0 ALPS: 
EIGHT TEAMS INVOLVED IN THE TWO DAYS TESTING 
SESSION  
 
Rome, 13th March 2013  
 
Considerable attendance for Formula Renault 2.0 ALPS teams for the two days collective 
testing session organized by Marzi Sport in Mugello, Monday 11th and Tuesday 12th March. 

On track on the Tuscan up and down hill track eight teams involved in the 2013 Fast Lane 
Promotion Series which will start at the beginning of April. To set the fastest time was Konstantin 
Tereshchenko, in the last session in dry conditions, with 1’46”173. The young Russian racing for 
Interwetten preceded by 455 thousands the Italian of BVM Racing, Dario Capitanio, among the 
fastest also in wet conditions.  

Rain in fact affected the first day, in which it was Antonio Fuoco under the spotlights with the 
Prema car, stopping the clock on fastest time with 2’00”001, just ahead of the three Euronova 
Racing drivers, the Japanese Ukyo Sasahara, the Venezuelan Javier Amado and the Scottish 
Gregor Ramsay. 

Still for Interwetten, first laps on the updated 2013 car for the Portuguese Francisco Mora. 

Apart from Prema, there were plenty of Italian teams. Starting from GSK Grand Prix, with yet 
another Russian driver, the 21y/o Dzhon Simonyan. Then there was TS Corse (with the Italian 
Pietro Peccenini) and Team Torino Motorsport. The team from Northern Italy in the second day 
managed 50 laps with the Roman Alberto Di Folco and more than 70 with the lady Giada De 
Zen.  

On track there was also Jenzer Motorsport, involved with several drivers. 

In the meantime only eight days are left for the official collective testing session settled for the 21st 
of March in Vallelunga. This will be very important as the first round of the season will be on the 
same track near Rome only few days after.  

 


